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Change in publication
frequency:
AMAPCEO Member News is changing its publication schedule. We
will be publishing a paper or hard
copy edition twice a year – Winter
and Summer – in favour of issuing
more frequent news items by email during the rest of the
year. Watch for our first enewsletter soon. In order to send
it, however, we will need your home
e-mail address, so if you have not
yet provided it to us, or if it needs
to be updated, please let us know
at amapceo@amapceo.on.ca.

OPS pay date calendar:
A 2013 pocket calendar should be
inside this edition showing pay
dates for our OPS members.

Web alerts:
You can receive automatic e-mail
alerts every time we post something on our website. To be sure
you don’t miss announcements,
please visit www.amapceo.on.ca
and sign up.

Getting Ready For the
Next Set of Challenges
Gary Gannage, President

I

WANT TO BEGIN THIS MESSAGE by
We also have been preparing to deal with
thanking Delegates who were at the 2012 the next government. We are hopeful that the
Annual Conference for re-electing me to new Premier, KATHLEEN WYNNE, will adopt
another term as President; it is a huge honour a more reasonable approach to both labour
to continue to serve my fellow members in relations and public servants. We were able
this role, particularly in these challenging to meet directly with Ms Wynne during the
times. I remain committed to providing the leadership campaign and she was the only
leadership necessary, along with our Board candidate who responded to our leadership
of Directors and Provincial Council, to re- questionnaire (her response is posted on our
calibrate and prepare for the next time.
website). We intend to seek an early meeting
That, of course, is the nature of bargaining now that she is Premier to ensure that our
– there is always a next
priorities are clearly undertime. We are currently
stood. How long the current
bargaining in four of our
minority government will be
“These PC white
six Broader Public Sector
able to continue, though, is
papers propose
units and we expect to be
uncertain, with widespread
solutions to
back at the OPS bargainspeculation about an election
ing table in approximately
this Spring or, at least, beproblems that
a year. In the meantime,
fore we return to the barsimply do not
we are implementing our
g a i n i n g
t a b l e .
exist . . . they are
recently settled agreeWith that in mind, it is
ments, which includes, in
timely to focus on the Oppomeant to deprive
the OPS, preparing for the
sition, in particular Ontario
us of our
Job Evaluation appeals
Progressive Conservative
bargaining
process and finalizing the
Leader TIM HUDAK and the
review of those positions
series of policy papers that
rights.”
that have not yet been
he and his caucus have been
classified. More on this
issuing under the rubric of
appears inside and on our website, but bar- “Paths to Prosperity”. If there is a possibilgaining fair and effective collective agree- ity that the PCs will form the next governments clearly must remain our top priority. It ment, it is incumbent on us to look seriously
is how we continue to move the yardsticks at their proposals. The PC Labour Critic,
and, to the extent that we experience set- RANDY HILLIER, issued a white paper on
backs, we address them in the next and future “Flexible Labour Markets” last June. Derounds of bargaining. In the OPS, that means scribed as a “bold, new approach”, many of
ensuring the return of the temporarily sus- the paper’s proposals are troubling - both for
pended COC days and continuing to press the workers and for an Ontario economy that is
Employer to honour flexible and familyfriendly work arrangements.

(Continued on page three…)
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Election Results from the Annual Delegates’ Conference
Just over 200 elected representatives from who was finishing a term as Treasurer, on on this five-member committee that will
across the Province gathered for AMAP- the second ballot.
be filled by Provincial Council at its FebCEO’s Annual Delegates’ Conference
Five candidates were nominated for
ruary meeting; two other members have
last December to receive reports, conduct the three open Director positions on the
terms that expire next December:
elections, approve the annual budget and
Board; in addition to Anderson-Butcher,
KELVIN CHANG (MGS Toronto) and
debate resolutions.
Chan and Pardaens, incumbents HAROLD DANIEL KIELLY (MCSCS Toronto).
As reported on the website, GARY
HAYNES (Attorney-General, Hamilton)
Two members were elected by acclaGANNAGE was re-elected to his 10th con- and DAN SKWAROK (Attorney-General,
mation to the Elections and Credentials
secutive term as President. DAVID
Sudbury). Anderson-Butcher, a former
Committee: RON GRISBROOK (Training,
BULMER (Health & Long-Term Care,
Chair of the Sudbury Chapter who served Colleges & Universities Toronto) and
London), an incumbent Director, was
a previous term on the Board in 2010 and RENEE LECLAIR (MOHLTC Windsor),
elected by acclamation as Treasjoining three continuing members:
urer. THERESA ANDERSONEARL ALEXANDER (MTO LonBUTCHER (Government Services,
don), PETER DEWAR (MAG ToSudbury), GAZIRA CHAN
ronto) and DEBRA MCCRACKEN
(Municipal Affairs & Housing,
(MOHLTC Windsor). All terms
Toronto) and SALLY PARDAENS
on this committee will expire on
(Finance, Oshawa) were elected
December 31, 2013.
as new Directors. Continuing
All five members on the ResoBoard members, whose terms do
lutions Committee were elected
not expire until next year, include
this year by acclamation, with
Vice-President ROBERT
terms expiring on December 31,
STAMBULA (Transportation, To2014: DEREK BRAITHWAITE
ronto), Secretary BARBARA
(MGS Toronto), BRUNA
GOUGH (Training, Colleges &
CASTROGIOVANNI (Labour Lon2013 Board of Directors
Universities, Toronto) and Direcdon), DOUG CROSKERY (MCSCS
Front row (left to right): Barbara Gough, Gary Gannage,
tors NELLA BELCASTRO and
North Bay), CHRIS HARPER
Robert Stambula, Dave Bulmer;
MURRAY GAUDREAU (from,
Back row (left to right): Gazira Chan, Theresa Anderson-Butcher, (MOHLTC Toronto) and MARIA
respectively, Health & LongSANTOS (MOHLTC Thunder
Murray Gaudreau, Sally Pardaens, Nella Belcastro.
Term Care, Kingston and EducaBay). The Secretary of the Assotion, Toronto).
ciation, BARBARA GOUGH, sits
Contested elections were held at the
2011, and Pardaens, who was Chair of the on this committee in an ex officio capacity
ADC for the positions of President, DiFinance Chapter, were elected on the first and the Board of Directors is entitled to
rector and Member of the Audit Commit- ballot, with Chan, a former Chair of the
name an additional member soon.
tee. In addition to Gannage (Health &
ADC's Audit Committee, defeating
Delegates also gave a standing ovation
Long-Term Care, Toronto), three other
Skwarok on the second ballot. The
to outgoing Treasurer IAN GLYNcandidates were running for PresiAMAPCEO Board of Directors consists
WILLIAMS and Directors HAROLD
dent: PATRICE CLOUTIER and IAN
of nine members (four executive officers HAYNES and DAN SKWAROK, in
GLYNWILLIAMS (both from Community plus five Directors), with five members
response to Gannage’s tribute to their
Safety & Correctional Services, Toronto), elected one year and four the next.
service on both the Board and Provincial
and BARBARA GOUGH (Training, ColIncumbents CHRIS GOETHEL
Council. (Prior to their election to the
leges & Universities, Toronto). Cloutier
(Energy, Toronto) and TOM TRAN
Board, all three were Chairs of their
and Gough, who is the incumbent Secre(Government Services, Toronto) were
respective Chapters.) The next ADC is
tary, dropped off after the first ballot,
returned to the Audit Committee in a field scheduled for Friday and Saturday,
with Gannage defeating GlynWilliams,
of four candidates. There is one vacancy November 29th and 30th, 2013.

AMAPCEO Celebrates its 20th Anniversary
AMAPCEO formally marked its 20th Anniversary with an afternoon of educational workshops and an anniversary dinner on
Thursday, November 29th, in advance of the two-day Annual
Delegates’ Conference. Among the special guests at the dinner
were several of AMAPCEO’s founding activists, including our
first President, JANET BALLANTYNE, and the first VicePresident, ART HALPERT. Awards were presented to the

founders, including current activists MARGARET KIPP, GARY
GANNAGE and ROBERT STAMBULA, as well as to many volunteers who were recognized for their work during the recent OPS
bargaining campaign. A video of highlights from the past 20
years, including interviews with current and past leaders, was
shown at the dinner and can be viewed on the AMAPCEO
website: www.amapceo.on.ca.
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Financial and Policy
Decisions Made at ADC
One of the important responsibilities of Delegates is
to approve the annual operating budget for the next
fiscal year, which begins on January 1st of each
year. Once again, the Board of Directors recommended a balanced budget for 2013, requiring no
increase in membership dues. The budget of $9.2
million was adopted in December by the ADC, including amendments to enhance member and activist communications and training. Audited financial
statements for the 2011 fiscal year were accepted
and Clarke Henning LLP were re-appointed as external auditors for the 2012 audit year.
In other business, Delegates voted to postpone
consideration of the Report of the Constitutional
Review Committee, which had conducted a mandatory five-year governance review. Instead, the report was referred to a special one-day Delegates’
Conference to be held this Spring (subsequently
scheduled for Friday, April 19th, in Toronto).
Elected Delegates who were eligible to attend the
ADC in December are entitled to participate in the
April conference, along with the 23 Chapter Chairs
and the nine members of the Board of Directors.
Each Chapter Executive Committee is authorized to
appoint Alternate Delegates in order to fill any vacancies that might exist or if there are Delegates
unable to attend. If you are interested in attending
as an Alternate Delegate, please contact your Chapter Chair; all Alternates must be appointed no later
than March 19th, i.e., one month prior to the event.
Delegates also voted to conduct three reviews:
a working group to review AMAPCEO’s organizing policies; a Board review of the policies and
practices of other comparable unions on how and to
what extent they share or make public their bargaining survey results and bargaining positions; and a
Board review of the merits of creating the position
of in-house counsel to manage our legal affairs. In
all three reviews, reports are to be prepared no later
than June 2013.
Both the Board of Directors and the Provincial
Council provided comprehensive annual reports to
the Delegates on actions taken during 2012. The
keynote speaker at the conference was CHANTAL
HÉBERT, National Columnist of the Toronto Star.
Finally, a special welcome was extended to representatives of our newest bargaining unit at the Ontario Arts Council, attending their first conference
since being certified in February 2012.
Members interested in seeing the annual budget,
the audited financial statements and/or the annual
reports are invited to contact MICHAEL MOURITSEN, Director of Operations and Planning, Ext 2724
(at either 416-595-9000 or 1-888-AMAPCEO) or
by e-mail at mouritsen@amapceo.on.ca.
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Getting Ready for the Next Set of Challenges
(President’s Message—Continued from first page...)

accustomed to a rational, fair and stable labour relations regime. The
paper essentially blames “rigid” unions and “outdated” labour legislation
for the under-performing economy, plant closures and slow job growth.
The centre-piece of the proposals is the elimination of the longstanding Rand formula for mandatory dues deductions, based on the
“right to work” theories that have destabilized labour relations in many
American states – most recently, our neighbour Michigan. Based on the
misguided notion that individual employees are able to negotiate their
own terms and conditions of employment, the Tories believe that no one
should be required to pay union dues as a condition of employment and
that employers should no longer be required to collect dues through automatic payroll deduction; the white paper commits the government to stop
doing so in the case of its own unionized staff.
When Mr. Justice Ivan Rand articulated his formula to resolve a labour dispute in 1946, he compared compulsory union dues to the requirement that all citizens must pay taxes: “I consider it entirely equitable that
all employees should be required to shoulder their portion of the burden
of the expense of administering the law of their employment: the union
contract. They must take the burden along with the benefit ". This decision not only brought labour stability to the province, it ultimately led to
unprecedented union democracy, transparency and accountability to
members. Strong unions, in turn, have contributed to economic growth
and social justice, making Ontario a better place in which to live and
work – for everyone.
A second policy paper, “A New Deal for the Public Sector”, was issued this past December by Mr. Hudak’s Finance Critic, MPP PETER
SHURMAN, and it explicitly targets AMAPCEO and its members, questioning why “program supervisors and senior policy advisors” should be
represented by a union. The paper prints an excerpt from the AMAPCEO website listing examples of the occupations we represent under the
provocative title “Did you know these are unionized positions in Ontario’s public service?”
As I pointed out to Mr. Shurman when I met with him recently,
AMAPCEO is a relatively young organization; twenty years ago when
we were first established, our members were in exactly the position that
the white paper advocates, i.e., unrepresented by a union but newly endowed with the opportunity to decide whether to unionize or remain unorganized. Members voted at that time to freely organize themselves and
were successful in signing up a substantial majority of employees to
qualify for union status; over 80 per cent of our current eligible membership have voluntarily signed up as members, which we interpret as a
strong vote of confidence and support for our role and the work we do on
their behalf.
The Conservative white papers propose solutions to problems that
simply do not exist and we think most Ontarians would agree with this
opinion. These changes would not be viewed as providing our members
with new “opportunities” but, rather, would be seen for what they are
really meant to do: deprive a group of hard-working professional employees -fellow Ontario citizens and taxpayers- of their bargaining rights for
no good reason. This is not a way to engage, motivate and invite creative
ideas from the professional employees who make the machinery of government work. In addition to preparing for the next round of bargaining,
therefore, we will need to be vigilant that our very existence isn’t threatened by a regressive anti-worker and anti-public servant agenda that ignores the history and current reality of Ontario.
As part of our outreach initiatives we will also continue to engage
ANDREA HORWATH and members of the NDP caucus, newly appointed
Ministers, political staff, senior OPS leadership and the media, informing
them of the issues important to AMAPCEO and our members.
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AMAPCEO Office Staff News
There have been a number of staff changes in the AMAPCEO
office since we published last Spring.
DENISE HAMMOND has joined us as a Labour Relations Specialist, filling in now for JENNIFER PACHECO while she is on
maternity leave and later, in the Summer and Fall, for
BENJAMIN ROSSITER when he takes his parental leave. Denise
is currently on leave from her position as Executive Director,
Communications and Outreach, at the Ryerson University Student Union, and has been active as President of her CUPE
Local. She holds a Master’s degree in Environmental Studies
from York University.
MUHAMMAD ALI YOUNAS is our new IT and Network Administrator. With a degree in computer science and a diploma in
network engineering, Ali has extensive knowledge and experience in server administration and systems analysis, along with
workstation support. Shortly after starting with AMAPCEO
this past Summer, Ali and his wife welcomed their new son,
Musa.
MOLLY KRAFT, CHRISTINE NIECKARZ, PAUL TURKKI and
MICHAEL GOODWIN are working on short-term contracts as
Labour Relations Officers to evaluate the remaining 2,000+
jobs left to be classified in the new OPS Job Evaluation system. Christine, a former member and activist, was part of the
group of seconded members who worked on the first round of
JE evaluations.
Three new temporary Workplace Advisors start in February:
MAE NAM, LINDA BALLANTYNE and REBECCA STRUNG.
Mae will work with the Education Officer and Linda and
Rebecca will work on Job Evaluation appeals. Linda is a
long-time member and activist who was also part of the original group of JE secondees who worked on the first round of
evaluations.

Changes affecting existing Dispute Resolution Officers include: GARY PERLMUTTER, who has been appointed to the
newly-created position of Education Officer; MICHAELIN
SCOTT, who has been backfilling for FATIMAH KRABI (due to
return from her maternity leave in February) and who replaces
Gary in his DRO position; and ROBERT JANIGA, who starts a
secondment in February as a Labour Relations Officer to support membership mobilization and activist development.
Two Dispute Resolution Officers have been on unpaid leaves
in 2012-13: MARY BYBERG to work as a staff officer at the
Society of Energy Professionals and MICHELE HAMILTON
MAYERS to work as legal counsel with the Ontario Provincial
Police Association. MICHAEL GORESKI’s secondment
(originally to backfill during Gary Perlmutter’s parental leave)
has been extended so he can replace Robert and Workplace
Advisor JENNIFER SABA has been appointed as an Acting
DRO until Michele returns.
Receptionist MARIJA GONZALEZ and Administrative Assistant
LINDA POONAM UMANA have returned from their maternity
leaves; Administrative Assistant JODI BLAZO is now on leave,
having given birth to her daughter, Isabel, last September;
QUMI KARA will fill in for Jodi (she performed the same role
during Linda’s leave); and IOLANDA CARFORA, who had been
replacing Marija, will continue working with us awhile longer
as an Administrative Assistant supporting Job Evaluation appeals. Finally, Labour Relations Officer BENJAMIN ROSSITER
became a father with the birth of his son, Samuel, in December.
Again this year, AMAPCEO is hosting two student interns
from local university labour relations programs: JESSICA
COMEAU from McMaster University and LISA CIANCIULLI
from York University.

Congratulations to These Winning Members
Congratulations to the three Delegates who won the draws for gift certificates from the vendors who had exhibits at this year’s
ADC: ALLAN DEVLIN (Children and Youth Services); ALAIN NGOUEM (Education); and YVONNE WRIGHT (Municipal Affairs and
Housing). Thanks to ServicePlus, our membership benefits program; Aviva Home and Auto Insurance (available through ServicePlus); and the Ontario Civil Service Credit Union for attending and offering the prizes.
Thanks, as well, to everyone who worked over the Summer and Fall to revive and update their workplace bulletin boards. In
November, we announced the winners of the Bulletin Board Contest, which recognized activists who designed the best and most
creative bulletin boards. The First Prize winner of an iPod was DAVID DELL, from the Ministry of Finance, 301 St. Paul Street in St.
Catharines. Second- and third- place winners of iTunes gift cards were, respectively, ANGELA KAYE (Attorney-General, 119 King
Street West, Hamilton) and NANCY MIRANDA (MGS, 777 Bay Street, Toronto). An additional 17 runners-up received Tim Hortons
gift cards in recognition of their efforts.
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Board of Directors Appointments
The response to the December call for nominations to fill vacancies on Board committees was quite phenomenal, with 36 members nominating themselves for six vacancies. In addition to
the Executive Committee (which consists of the four executive
officers – President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer),
the Board of Directors has established four standing committees,
on each of which one Board member sits as a liaison and with
the remaining members appointed by the Board from the membership-at-large.
New members were recently appointed to three committees.
On the Health, Safety and Wellness Committee: RICK BERTOZZI (MTO Downsview), KATHIE JOHNSON (MTO Thunder
Bay) and MONICA MURPHY (Waypoint Mental Health Centre,
Penetanguishene). They join continuing members LESLIE BARBER (MCSS Sault Ste. Marie), DEBRA MCCRACKEN
(MOHLTC Windsor) and Board Liaison NELLA BELCASTRO
(MOHLTC Kingston).
On the Pension Committee: VICTORIA BOYD (MGS Kingston), CRISTINA CARAMBAS (Environment Toronto) and
CESAR FURTADO (Finance Toronto). They join KATE AZURE
(MOHLTC Toronto), BILL COLEMAN (Retired member, formerly with Education); DOUG CROSKERY (MCSCS North Bay)
and Board Liaison DAVE BULMER (MOHLTC London).
On the Workplace Relations Committee: VIRGINIA
BARNETT (Finance Oshawa), SHARYN BIR (MGS Toronto),
DOMENIC FRAGALE (MCSS Toronto) and SARAH JEFFREYHAMPTON (MCS Toronto). DAN SKWAROK (MAG Sudbury),
the previous Board Liaison, was re-appointed as a member and
SALLY PARDAENS (Finance Oshawa) was appointed as Board
Liaison and Committee Chair (the terms of reference of this

committee require the Chair to be a member of the Board).
They join continuing members KEN BOTARI (Labour Newmarket), CETTINA CUFFARO (Education Toronto), ANGELO DIGIACOMO (MGS Toronto), JOHN LIPCSEI (MOHLTC Kingston)
and DENIS NOEL (MCYS Timmins).
There were no changes to the Diversity Committee:
PARMOD CHHABRA (MCSS Ottawa), SADDEIQA HOLDER
(TCU Toronto), JULIAN KUSEK (MOHLTC Penetanguishene),
TJ SAROYA (MGS Toronto), BRENDA SEDGWICK (MCSS
Thunder Bay) and Board Liaison BARBARA GOUGH (TCU Toronto).
The Board was directed by the Delegates in December to
establish a special committee to review the merits of creating an
in-house counsel to manage the Association’s legal affairs. The
Board has appointed the following members to this committee,
which was asked to report by June: President GARY GANNAGE,
Treasurer DAVE BULMER, the staff Directors of Administration
and Dispute Resolution, ANGELA STEWART and ROB
SMALLEY, respectively, and two members yet to be appointed:
a Chapter Chair to be selected by the Provincial Council and a
member of the ADC’s Audit Committee to be selected by the
members of that committee.
Much appreciation to the following members who stepped
down as committee members last year: MARTIN BARCLAY
(MOHLTC Toronto), MARCO MERUCCI (TCU Windsor),
DAVID MCGOWAN (MNR Sault Ste. Marie) and RICHARD
SMITH (Corrections North Bay).
Finally, at the January meeting, DAVE BULMER was reelected to his third annual term as Chair of the Board of
Directors.

Provincial Council Update

Diversity Survey Update

At the January meeting of the Provincial Council, KEN BOTARI (Labour)
was elected Chair of the Council and DOMENIC FRAGALE (MCSS) was
elected as Alternate Chair. They succeed outgoing Chair and Alternate
Chair CHRIS GOETHEL (Energy & Environment) and DARLENE JACKSON
(North Bay), respectively.
The Provincial Council has one standing committee, the Member Reward
and Recognition Committee. At its January meeting, the Council reappointed four members to the committee: NELLA BELCASTRO and
MURRAY GAUDREAU (Board members) and Chapter Chairs SHARYN BIR
(MGS) and BRYAN CARD (Windsor). DONNA DAVENPORT (Chair of the
Northwest Ontario Chapter) stepped down from the committee, so the Council elected DIANNE COLVILLE (new Acting Chair of the Finance Chapter,
following former Chair Sally Pardaens’ election to the Board) as the fifth
member.
A special Council committee has been established to plan the agenda for
the annual Chapter Development Day event, now scheduled for April:
Chapter Chairs SHARYN BIR (MGS), BILL GIBSON (MTO) and DARLENE
JACKSON (North Bay) and Board members NELLA BELCASTRO and SALLY
PARDAENS.

The Board of Directors has approved a
proposal from its Diversity Committee to
conduct a survey to determine whether,
and to what extent, barriers might exist
that discourage participation in AMAPCEO by members from various designated groups, such as women, racialized
members, persons with disabilities,
younger members and others. Professor ALISON KONRAD of Western University has been retained to help design the
survey, in part by conducting a series of
member focus groups. Prior to the ADC,
some Delegates attended focus groups to
discuss potential barriers facing women
and members working outside the
GTA. We hope to distribute the survey to
members this Spring.
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Pension Information Sessions
Well-Attended
The Board’s Pension Committee, in conjunction with staff
from the Public Service Pension Plan (PSPP), have organized a series of in-person pension information sessions that
are being offered across the Province. The content is being delivered by PSPP staff, who are appreciative of
AMAPCEO for contacting members and organizing the
venues. Please watch for an e-mail invitation from
AMAPCEO staff as the sessions are rolled out in different
locations. By the end of June 2013, it is expected that over
40 such sessions will have been held since they started last
June.
For those unable to attend a session in person, a webinar version is being developed; more information will follow.
The Pension Committee is also pleased to announce
that we are now in a position to establish a formal Retiree
Caucus, as anticipated by AMAPCEO By-law 5, which
was adopted in 1998 but which has been in abeyance until
we reached the threshold of 20 paid-up retired members –
a goal reached this Fall. The Caucus is entitled to meet
and select a Delegate-at-Large to attend the Annual Delegates’ Conference and represent the interests of AMAPCEO retirees. If you are about to retire and would like to
participate, please print off a Retired Member membership
form in the “Membership and Volunteering” section of our
website: www.amapceo.on.ca.

AMAPCEO members attending a PSPP Pension
Information Session at Toronto’s
Metro-Central YMCA; many thanks to our Pension Committee
and staff at the PSPP and in the
AMAPCEO office for organizing these sessions.

Bargaining Update
The Collective Agreement ratified by the OPS bargaining unit last October was a two-year contract effective
from April 1st, 2012, which means we expect to be back
at the bargaining table in early 2014. The Board of
Directors and staff have already started preparing for
bargaining and more information will begin flowing to
members very soon.
In our Broader Public Sector (BPS) units, bargaining for a first contract is well underway at both the Ontario Arts Council and Health Quality Ontario. First
collective agreements were negotiated or arbitrated
near the end of last year at the Ontario Racing Commission, Waypoint Mental Health Centre and Public
Health Ontario.
Negotiations for a renewal agreement at the Office
of the Provincial Advocate for Children and Youth
(OPACY) started last Fall and unfortunately, at the
time of writing, are not proceeding well, with members
confronted by an Employer seeking unprecedented
cuts. Please watch for updates on the website.

OPS Job Evaluation Appeals
By the time this newsletter is published, most members
in the OPS will have received notice of their new classification level under the Job Evaluation Project. After
receiving a letter from the Employer about your new
level, you have sixty (60) working days in which to file
an appeal if you believe you have been improperly
classified. In order to assist members making appeals,
AMAPCEO trained 100 volunteer activists in January.
Additional Workplace Advisors have also been hired at
the AMAPCEO office.
The first step in the appeal process is to initiate a
discussion with your manager and full details on how
to do so, including a useful overview video, can be
found at the JE portal on the AMAPCEO website:
www.amapceo.on.ca/jobevaluation.
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New Workplace Representatives Appointed
The AMAPCEO Board of Directors has appointed the following 18 AMAPCEO members to two-year terms as Workplace
Representatives following their successful completion of workplace rep training.
Workplace Representatives are trained colleagues who assist members on site with questions about the interpretation of their
collective agreement. Workplace Rep training is also required for AMAPCEO representatives sitting on Employee Relations
Committees. The new appointees are:
KELLY ANNE BRANCO

Labour

GORDON KING

Natural Resources

JACQUELINE BROOKS

Education

MARY-LOUISE KOZAK

Government Services

MICHAEL BROWN

Ontario Racing
Commission

DUFF MACKINNON

OMAFRA

REBECCA MADOR

Public Health Ontario

JOSEPH DUBONNET

OMAFRA
KRISTEN MCMARTIN

Health Quality Ontario

BEVERLY DUTOFF

Environment
USHA SUMMAN

Ontario Science Centre

DAVID EDWARDS

Transportation
DAPHNE TOT

OMAFRA

CESAR FURTADO

Finance
IREEN WIEDITZ

Environment

KEVIN GIDDINGS

Government Services
LINDA ZON

Education

MARY HARPER

Community & Social
Services

Your Elected Representatives Participating at the
December 2012 Annual Delegates’ Conference
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Book Review: Out of the Blue by Jan Wong

J

an Wong was a veteran award-winning journalist at The Globe and Mail when she was fired in 2007 after the
fall-out from a feature article she had written a year earlier on the Dawson College shootings in Montreal.
Her article had drawn a link between the Dawson incident and two earlier shootings at Ecole Polytechnique
and Concordia University, speculating that the shooters all felt marginalized in a Francophone-dominated Quebec
society.
Out of the Blue (whose subtitle is “A Memoir of Workplace Depression, Recovery, Redemption and, Yes, Happiness”) is the story of the refusal of Wong’s employer to stand by her during furious public attacks (including
demands for apologies from the Prime Minister and the Premier of Quebec), her subsequent depression and sick leave, the Globe’s
decision to end her sick benefits despite the fact that she was still ill, her dismissal and, ultimately, her successful arbitration award and
recovery from illness. She was even required to self-publish the book when the Globe applied pressure to force her publisher to
abandon the project.
Her story is a compelling and courageous account of the devastating impact that depression has on individuals, their workplaces and
their families and friends. It is a story about how workplaces and their conflicts are often the source of depression. It is also the story
of how depression continues to be an illness that many of us, including employers, just cannot seem to come to terms with, understand
or accept as a legitimate illness.
Wong, who is now a journalism professor, writes sensitively about both the fight with her employer and the struggle against her
illness. Out of the Blue is a valuable contribution to our understanding of workplace depression and we recommend it highly to our
readers.

AMAPCEO Essay Contest Winners
AMAPCEO announced last Summer the names of the winners of our Second Annual Essay Contest. Secondary school
students across the province were invited to submit their
views on the value of public services in Ontario. Our
principal objectives in establishing the contest were to promote and reward exemplary student research and scholarship
to encourage students to think in a critical and creative way
about the role and value of public service in Ontario.
For the first time this year, we accepted essays submitted
in either English or French.
Three prizes were offered: $750 for first prize, with second and third prizes of $500 and $300, respectively. The
three winners were: IAN HAMILTON (First Prize),
Archbishop Romero Catholic Secondary School, Mississauga, for “The Importance of the Public Sector in Recessionary Times: A political View”; AMELIE ALBERT (Second
Prize), École secondaire publique Northern, Sturgeon Falls,
for “L’Importance et la conservation de notre function publique”; and SARA NIELSON (Third Prize), Elliot Lake Secondary School, for “Ontario Children’s Aid Society”.
Congratulations to all of the students who submitted essays and many thanks to the three AMAPCEO members who
volunteered their time to act as judges for the contest: BARBARA GOUGH, Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities; SYLVIE TREPANIER, Ministry of the Environment; and LESLEY BENDERAVAGE, Ministry of Community
and Social Services (Kingston).
Please watch our website for the announcement of the
next essay contest and feel free to draw it to the attention of
family and friends to encourage students to enter.

Members of Employee Relations
and Bargaining Committees
The following members have been appointed to employee
relations committees or bargaining teams:
KRISTEN MCMARTIN and NANCY SIKICH – to the HQO
Employee Relations Committee and HQO Bargaining
Team;
ANN-MARIE SCOTT — to the OPACY Employee
Relations Committee;
RAWLE ELLIOTT and AUDREY WANDOLO - to the
OPACY Bargaining Team;
MICHAEL BROWN – to the ORC Employee Relations
Committee;
PAT BRADLEY and MARK HASLAM – to the OAC
Bargaining Team;
CETTINA CUFFARO – to the Education/TCU AMERC
(AMAPCEO-Ministry Employee Relations Committee);
SARAH JEFFREY-HAMPTON – to the MEDI/Consumer
Services AMERC.
The Board of Directors is responsible for appointing
members of ERCs and AMERCs. Members of Bargaining
Teams are ratified by the Provincial Council after being
nominated by the Board.
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New Health and Safety Representatives Appointed
On behalf of the Board of Directors, the Health, Safety and Wellness Committee has appointed the following seven AMAPCEO
members to two-year terms as Health and Safety Representatives. Health and Safety Representatives sit on local joint health and
safety committees with employer representatives and members nominated by other bargaining agents. The new appointees are:
PRISCILLA MCKENZIE
Training, Colleges and Universities, 33 Bloor Street East,
2nd Floor, Toronto

ANGIE SZUCH
Ontario Seniors Secretariat, 777 Bay Street, 6th Floor,
Toronto

TINA SZETO
Labour, 347 Preston Street, 4th Floor, Ottawa

ANNE LUCCI
Labour, 347 Preston Street, 21st Floor, Ottawa

CATHERINE STARR
Health and Long-Term Care, 393 University Avenue,
21st Floor, Toronto

NATHALIE BRETON
Community and Social Services, 1270 Hwy 101 E,
South Porcupine

SHERI KOWALL
Training, Colleges and Universities, 323 Church Street,
4th Floor, Toronto
A complete list of AMAPCEO’s 177 Health and Safety Representatives appears on the AMAPCEO website:
www.amapceo.on.ca/health. Anyone interested in becoming a Health and Safety Representative is encouraged to contact LIZA
PAPANIKOLAOU at 416 595 9000 or 1-888-AMAPCEO (ext 2725) or by e-mail at lizap@amapceo.on.ca. For more information on
health, safety and wellness issues, please visit the health and safety section of the AMAPCEO website: www.amapceo.on.ca.
All of our health and safety representatives will gather for an annual conference on Thursday, April 18th, 2013, in Toronto.

AMAPCEO, established in 1992, represents
over 12,000 professional and supervisory
public servants, most of whom work directly
for the Government of Ontario in every ministry and in a number of agencies, boards and
commissions; in all regions of the Province and
in ten cities outside Canada. We also represent
employees in six independent agencies:
Waypoint Mental Health Centre; Public Health
Ontario; Health Quality Ontario; the Ontario
Racing Commission; the Office of the
Provincial Advocate for Children and Youth;
and the Ontario Arts Council.
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